Current Challenges of Clinical Trial Investigations {#S0001}
===================================================

Randomized clinical trials (RCTs) are the gold standard for the evaluation of experimental interventions. In RCTs, patients are usually randomized to either an experimental intervention arm or a control intervention arm that usually consists of placebo or standard-of-care (SOC). Patient recruitment and retention are two key factors for successful RCTs. The use of placebo, however, can impose recruitment and retention challenges that can halt the timelines of these placebo-controlled trials, as patients have been shown to be less willing to participate in placebo-controlled RCTs.[@CIT0001] The intent of clinical trials is research and not medical care, but still, patients often hope for some level of treatment.[@CIT0002]

While the use of active control (ie SOC treatment) has been suggested to address ethical and logistics challenges of associated with placebos, it often presents with similar challenges. In a rapidly progressing field such as oncology, it is not unusual for the SOC to become updated during the course of the trial. An updated SOC can ultimately challenge the fundamental ethical basis of RCTs in "clinical equipoise", a genuine uncertainty within the scientific and medical community as to which intervention is clinically superior, that justify randomizing patients to the control group.[@CIT0003] In rare diseases, it can be difficult to determine what should be used as an active control, given that there are often no established treatments in these areas. Many clinical trials on rare diseases are conducted with very few patients, translating to insufficient statistical power, or are performed as single-arm trials that make it difficult to compare against other therapeutic options without synthetic control methods.[@CIT0004],[@CIT0005]

With the rise in precision medicine, these challenges have been amplified, as more diseases are being diagnosed and classified according to their genetic make-up, resulting in increased sub-stratified disease definitions. For instance, epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) is a key mutation for non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) patients, and there have been several trial programs that have been based on EGFR mutations for this disease. However, it is important to recognize that only a proportion of NSCLC patients will have an EGFR mutation, so conducting clinical trials that only recruit EGFR-positive patients versus NSCLC patients based on a broader disease classification only will be much more challenging. With these granularities in how diseases are now being classified, 'rare diseases' have become more paradoxically common in oncology and other disease areas. Investigators are experiencing increasing challenges of enrolling a sufficiently large number of patients within a reasonable window of time for their clinical trials. While it is difficult to dispute the value of properly conducted RCTs, and the routine, successful implementation of studies utilizing either a placebo or SOC arm, the availability of data sources and methodologies developed to utilize external data have evolved dramatically over recent years. We can optimize the use of external data set with synthetic control methods, but as this is a new concept to many researchers, improving the literacy in these methods is important. For this discussion, we define external data as any source of clinical data from potentially relevant sources, inclusive of clinical trial data, routine health record data, insurance claims data or patient registries. Synthetic controls are defined as cohorts of patients from external data and adjusted using any of a variety of statistical methodologies.

Introduction to Synthetic Controls for Clinical Evaluation {#S0002}
==========================================================

The synthetic control methods are statistical methods that can be used to evaluate the comparative effectiveness of an intervention using external control data. The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and European Medicines Agency (EMA) have recognized these issues and taken several initiatives to allow for these novel approaches to external control data.[@CIT0006],[@CIT0007] The FDA approved cerliponase alfa for a specific form of Batten disease, based on synthetic control study that compared the data of 22 patients studied in a single-arm trial versus independent external control group data with 42 untreated patients.[@CIT0008] Across 20 European countries, alectinib, a non-small cell lung cancer treatment, had an expansion of label based on synthetic control study based on an external data set of 67 patients.[@CIT0009] A kinase inhibitor, palbociclib, also had an expanded indication for men with HR+, HER2-advanced or metastatic breast cancer on the basis of external control data.[@CIT0010] The use of non-comparative data is not unique to rare diseases alone, as more common chronic diseases such as hepatitis C and previously treated rheumatoid arthritis have had treatments approved based on non-comparative data.[@CIT0011] Moreover, a recent review of 489 pharmaceutical technologies assessed by the National institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) identified 22 submissions that used external data and synthetic control methods to establish clinical efficacy.[@CIT0011] Of these, 13 (59%) utilized published RCT data for their external control, and six (27%) utilized observational data. Over half of the applications were made in the last two recent years alone, further confirming the increasing attention paid by both drug manufacturers and health technology assessment agencies on this topic.

From the conventional evidence-based medicine, the use of external data to create synthetic controls for clinical evaluations represents a radical paradigm shift. A healthy degree of scepticism on the use of synthetic controls is thus expected from the scientific community. Nevertheless, it is likely that there will be an increasing number of clinical trials that use external data as a synthetic control, so it is important for researchers to comprehend the validity and reliability of synthetic control studies. Here in this paper, we provide guidance on what questions researchers must ask when interpreting and critically evaluating the evidence from synthetic control-based clinical trials. For a critical evaluation of synthetic control clinical trials, it will be important for researchers to evaluate the external data that is used itself and the statistical methods used to create a synthetic control group. We have outlined eleven key questions in [Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"} that researchers can ask regarding the validity and quality of trials utilizing external data and synthetic control trials.Table 1Synthetic Control Quality ChecklistItem NumberKey QuestionCriteria for JudgementExternal Control Data Sources1Was the original data collection process similar to that of the clinical trial?State whether patients are from large well-conducted RCT(s) or high-quality prospective cohort studies, and whether patient characteristics are similar to the target population2Was the external control population sufficiently similar to the clinical trial population?State how the external population is similar with regards to key characteristics, such as (but not limited to): age, geographic distribution, performance status, treatment history, sex etc.3Did the outcome definitions of the external control match those of that clinical trial?State whether the outcomes are measured similarly or not4Was the synthetic control data set sufficiently reliable and comprehensive?State whether there is sufficient sample sizes and covariates that can create comparable control groups5Were there any other major limitations to the dataset?State any other potential limitations of the dataset that would limit the reliability and validity of comparisonsSynthetic Control Methods6Did the clinical trial include a concurrent control arm, or is the synthetic control data the only control data?State the size of the concurrent control arm and whether the external data set is the only dataset being used or is being used to complement concurrent control arm(s)7How was the synthetic control data matched to the intervention group?State the analytical method(s) -- eg propensity matching scores -- used to create the synthetic control arm8Were the results robust to sensitivity assumptions and potential biases?State whether the sensitivity analyses were undertaken or reasons for not conducting sensitivity analyses, and compare whether the sensitivity analyses were comparable to the primary analyses.9Were synthetic control comparisons possible for all clinically important outcomes?State if all clinically important outcomes were considered for analyses. If not, state justifications for not including all important outcomes10Are the results applicable to your patients?State whether the synthetic control group created are similar to the patient group of interest11Were there any other major limitations to the synthetic control methods?State any other potential limitations of the statistical methods that would limit the reliability and validity of comparisons

"Synthetic" Control Data Set {#S0003}
============================

It is important to consider the validity and reliability of the "synthetic" control data set that is used for clinical comparisons of different interventions. For this, it is important to consider the process of the original data collection, compare the populations of the datasets that are being compared, and the reliability and comprehensiveness of the datasets. We have outlined these important considerations in [Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"} and [Figure 1](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}. Figure 1Quality check process.

Was the Original Data Collection Process Similar to That of the Clinical Trial? {#S0003-S2001}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Ideally, synthetic controls should be informed by external control data from recent RCTs answering as similar a question as possible, and using as similar designs and implementation processes as possible. Examples of such RCTs would be those investigating a less efficacious intervention in the same population as well as those investigating a broader population where subgroup control data on the target population are available. The data collection in RCTs generally adheres to a high level of stringency. Particularly for RCTs conducted within the same disease areas and within the past 5--10 years, one can usually be reasonably confident that clinical outcome and covariate definitions, value ranges, biomarker kits and thresholds, and others were reasonably similar.

Control data from well-designed observational cohorts may also be adequate, particularly if they have some link to RCTs such as concurrent SOC surveillance, prospective evaluation of efficiency, or were designed to be hypothesis generation for future RCTs. Conversely, control data retrieved from electronic medical records reflect clinical practice and not the controlled environment in which RCTs typically establish efficacy. Pertinent to many future FDA submissions, such data will likely come from large commercial entities selling "real-world data". Particularly, the data collection and curation processes from such sources may be highly heterogeneous, leaving uncertainty of unknown biases and systematic missing data patterns. The same limitations apply to large case series. Methods exist to minimize these sources of heterogeneity as discussed below, but the resulting dataset is still susceptible to sources of bias.

While publications reporting a clinical trial making use of a synthetic control will rarely provide exhaustive details on the data curation processes from external control sources, a brief description of the external data source(s) as well as a justification for its use may often be available. If confidence in the similarity of data recording processes cannot be asserted from this information, a comparison of published trial protocols may be necessary. If the external data come from non-RCT sources, some additional information is required to assert that the reported data variables are, in fact, sufficiently similar to combine. These recommendations are in line with the International Council for Harmonisation of Technical Requirements for Pharmaceuticals for Human Use (ICH) group harmonized tripartite guideline E10.[@CIT0012]

Is the External Control Population Sufficiently Similar to the Clinical Trial Population? {#S0003-S2002}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Evaluating the similarity of the external control population to the clinical trial population is a multi-faceted exercise. There are many factors that may differ between external control sources and the clinical trial, but not all may matter. Further, not all important factors may be reported or quantifiable (ie unknown confounders). The eligibility criteria for the considered external control sources should be similar, but this does not guarantee that key patient characteristics are similar. In the context of oncology, if two trials both recruited patients with stage III--IV cancer, but if one predominantly includes stage III patients and the other predominantly includes stage IV patients, these cannot be considered similar. Some account of similarities in the distributions of key baseline characteristics should, therefore, be provided by authors of clinical trials making use of synthetic controls. It is important to note that although patient characteristics may differ in the original external data set, this does not necessarily preclude their use for constructing control groups. Through appropriate statistical adjustments, subgroup analyses or sensitivity analyses, it may be possible to utilize the adjusted external data to create a synthetic control (see section: "Synthetic control methods").

Other important factors may not be reported, either because of international shifts in clinical research practice or interventional guidelines. In these instances, it may not be possible to successfully generate synthetic controls if data are not available to bridge the gap between these shifts. For example, the World Health Organization previously recommended initiation of antiretroviral therapy (ART) for patients with HIV and a CD4^+^ cell count of \<200 cells/µL in their 2006 guidelines, but in 2010 this was amended to \<350 cells/µL, on the basis of updated randomized controlled evidence indicating a mortality benefit. As CD4^+^ cell count is an important prognostic indicator for HIV-related mortality,[@CIT0013] it would be challenging to incorporate and mix control population data from most trials published prior to 2010, particularly in the absence of assessable baseline CD4^+^ cell count. Similarly, for trials that incorporate a "baseline" standard of care, gradual changes in treatment options create a similar issue. For instance, NRTI backbone therapy in the treatment of HIV used to more frequently contain stavudine and didanosine, and has shifted toward emtricitabine and in particular, tenofovir on the basis of updated WHO guidance.[@CIT0014] These have associated efficacy and safety changes that influence the outcomes of trials and datasets for which they have been provided, corresponding to challenges in interpreting comparative data across distinct time periods.

Evolution of standard-of-care is not limited to the eligible population of interest. For example, in oncology, the combination of underlying therapies considered to be standard-of-care ha﻿s historically changed rapidly over time.[@CIT0015],[@CIT0016] This issue is by no means isolated to oncology applications, as similar challenges are present in other disease topics, particularly in diseases that are considered chronic, where a sequence of treatments either alone in combination are common-place (eg rheumatoid arthritis, type-II diabetes).[@CIT0017],[@CIT0018]

As such, researchers looking to utilize standard-of-care treatment data from external data sources should take appropriate care to ensure that this bears sufficient similarity to the research population of interest. Ensuring that data relating to features such as dosing, frequency, combination(s) and sequence of treatment administration are available from the external control source is therefore crucial.

Do the Outcome Definitions of the External Control Match Those of the Clinical Trial? {#S0003-S2003}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The definitions of clinical outcomes commonly change over time, and investigator preferences for definitions may differ across studies. For example, a popular composite outcome in cardiovascular trials, MACE (major adverse cardiovascular events), can vary significantly across studies in terms of the inclusion of individual outcomes (eg, in- or exclusion of revascularization) or the stringency of the definition of the individual outcome (eg unstable angina requiring vs not necessarily requiring hospitalization). Similarly, in oncology, the definition of disease progression may vary considerably. For example, the WHO response criteria[@CIT0019] were used prior to the widespread uptake of original RECIST (response evaluation criteria in solid tumors),[@CIT0020] with the two guidelines differing with regard to the number of measured lesions, the criteria for partial response and progressive disease. The RECIST guideline itself has been updated since to version 1.1,[@CIT0021] with differences from the prior version with regard to the number of measured lesions, requirements for absolute increases in lesion size increases for progressive disease and the integration of newer radiological measurement tools (FDG-PET). If the similarity of external control outcomes and the clinical trial outcomes is not justified in the report (publication) of the clinical trial, it may be necessary to double-check the outcome definition from publicly available sources such as clinicaltrials.gov in case the external control(s) come from recent RCTs. Other external sources may be difficult to access or verify and should be considered a bias risk to the validity of the synthetic control validity.

Is the Synthetic Control Data Set Sufficiently Reliable and Comprehensive? {#S0003-S2004}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Even if data collection processes, patient populations, clinical outcomes, and other pertinent factors are sufficiently similar to assert validity, the external control data must still be of a sufficient size to assert reliability, include sufficient variables to allow of statistical adjustments if necessary, and ideally come from at least two sources to assert some degree of replicability. Where no statistical adjustments are needed, a sufficient sample size is necessary for ensuring that the observed external control group effect is not a play of chance finding. Of course, with rare disease clinical trials where sample sizes are typically substantially smaller, it may not be feasible to apply such rigor. Where statistical adjustments are needed the associated sample size, and if applicable, the number of observed events must be sufficiently large to also support the adjustment for key variables. Whilst there is a commonly advocated minimum number of events per key variable discussed in several clinical guidelines,[@CIT0022],[@CIT0023] there is little evidence that any true rule of thumb can be used, and formal statistical assessment of sample size should be undertaken when adjustment is performed.[@CIT0024] The proportion of available covariates and the proportion of missing data is also highly important for the validity of statistical adjustments. For example, external data from prospective observational studies may only include data on covariates pertinent to the research question(s) studied. Commercial "real-world" databases may claim to house hundreds of covariates, but in reality, only have close to complete and analyzable data on a few of these.

When subgroups of external control data are used it is important to assess the reliability of the external control data based on the sample size rather of the subgroup than the sample size of the entire external control data source. In particular, commercial real-world databases may claim to house millions of patients, but when narrowing the eligibility criteria to a subset specifically matching that of the clinical trial of interest, data may only be available for a few hundred or even less patients, and these numbers may further decrease when restricting by the availability of clinical outcomes of interest. Having multiple congruent sources of external control data adds additional certainty, even if each source has a comparatively small sample size. For example, prior work utilizing Bayesian dynamic borrowing identified that when historic data with similar patient demographics were combined, uncertainty was reduced significantly per each additionally included trial external control data source.[@CIT0025] In contrast, when incongruent clinical trial data were combined, no additional improvement to uncertainty was noted regardless of the number of trials of external control data added.

Were There Any Other Major Limitations in the Dataset? {#S0003-S2005}
------------------------------------------------------

RCTs employing synthetic controls may have further limitations or biases, even if the employed external sources appear similar and unbiased and the methods used to match the data are appropriate. External RCTs, for example, may differ with respect to factors that either cannot be or are rarely recorded in a data set. Palliative care for rare diseases may comprise whichever is best practice and the given health centre setting, but these may differ substantially between centers and even between physicians.

Synthetic Control Methods {#S0004}
=========================

Did the Clinical Trial Include a Concurrent Control Arm or Is the Synthetic Control Data the Only Control Data? {#S0004-S2001}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Synthetic controls can broadly be used in two settings. First, external data can be used to augment the precision of a concurrent control group in a randomized clinical trial (eg, using 4:1 randomization between treatment and control). Second, they can be used to create a stand-alone control group solely from external data. The latter is more common for rare diseases where single-arm trials predominate and randomizing to control is unethical, infeasible or highly inefficient.

Synthetic controls used to augment the precision of a concurrent control group generally have higher validity since they can be validated with the control arm in the performed RCT. Particularly control data from similar RCTs are valuable in this setting. Even if pertinent RCTs are not highly identical, much strength can still be gained.[@CIT0025] Where it is either unethical or infeasible to enrol patients to a control intervention, external data should be selected from the best possible source of data and synthetic controls can be used as a substitute for an absent control arm. In this setting (often a rare disease setting), pertinent RCTs are typically not available. There are many examples where various types of historical data, but increasingly data from prospectively recruiting patient registries as well as subsets from commercial real-world databases are being used. The scientific validity of these depend on the accuracy of the match. N-of-1 data, where each enrolled patient has at least several months of historical data on SOC, are ideal, but often not available. Data from similar medical centers from similar geographical regions to the target trial of interest can also improve validity. Of course, the more recent the higher validity, although a few months' buffer should be allowed for full data curation processes (including quality assurance) to be finalized. Aggregate estimates from published cohort studies or case series may also be considered, either to validate primary sources of external data or as a substitute in the absence of individual-level patient-level data. Aggregate estimates from published studies nonetheless face limitations as detailed reporting on patient demographics, and clinical settings can be relatively sparse, and as such, similarity can be difficult to validate.

How Was the Synthetic Control Data Matched to the Intervention Group? {#S0004-S2002}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

There are many advanced statistical and computational techniques available to match external control data with a tangible degree of dissimilarity to the RCT being conducted or having finished. While there are too many individual methodologies to individually list, we have summarized many of the key methods and categories of methods in [Table 2](#T0002){ref-type="table"}.Table 2A Summary of Commonly Used Models and Methods for Generating Synthetic Control ArmsModel ComplexityExamplesProsConsNaïveSimple mean, median or fixed-effect poolingEasy to perform.\
Easy to interpret.Requires high congruence between external and internal data.\
Often only valid for restrictively small sub-group populations. Thus, falls short on precision.Imbalance AdjustmentsMultivariate regression, propensity scoringAdjusts for imbalance to the extent explanatory factors are available in data.\
Relatively easy to perform.\
Relatively easy to interpret.\
Generally considered valid with good data and sufficient plausible confounding variables.Methods can be complex or relatively time consuming to implement and test.\
There is a plethora of approaches with various performance advantages and shortcomings. Thus it may be challenging to choose the "best" approach.\
Examples of applications with counter-intuitive findings exists, thus underscoring the need to have available and consider as many possible confounders as possibleComplex adjustment and weightingBayesian mixed-model commensurate power priors.Can restore patient balance and weigh the contribution of multiple sources of data adequately.Difficult and complex to implement.\
Often computationally heavy.Advanced exploratory solutionsRandom forests, Neural Networks, Cluster analysis (Gaussian mixture models)Can identify homogeneous sources of data for enhanced validity.Mostly exploratory in nature and requires separate statistical analysis to produce synthetic control.\
No guarantee findings will be interpretable or useful for further analysis.

While many of these promise the world, the old garbage in garbage out principle always applies. As an illustrative example, imagine a synthetic control of 400 oncology patients, including 200 stage II patients, 195 stage III patients, but only 5 stage IV patients. In this instance, no reliable adjustment of stage IV patients exists due to this subgroup's small sample size regardless of the analytical methods used, but a relationship between the response among stage II vs stage III patients can be quantified with reasonable reliability.

In settings where external control data are available from similar RCTs and where eligibility criteria and known patient characteristics are reasonably similar, one relatively straightforward method for use of synthetic control is via Bayesian analysis where the external data can be translated into a prior distribution and combined with the concurrent RCT data.[@CIT0025] This approach allows a flexible degree of weight to be put on the external data. Researchers reading an article utilizing a Bayesian approach will simply have to assert that the authors have justified the similarity of the external data and assigned an appropriate weight (precision) to the external data.

In settings where external control data differs notably with respect to eligibility criteria and patient characteristics, the simple and common approach is to restrict the external data to a subgroup of patients that match the concurrent RCT. The key with this approach is the ability to restrict to the population on all parameters that are known or likely to cause confounding. Once accurate subgroups have been obtained, external control data can be combined with concurrent control data using methods like the Bayesian approach. Restricting on several parameters can often substantially reduce the sample size of external data subgroups. Where this is true, some form of statistical adjustment may be preferred alongside a relaxation of the eligibility criteria applied to the external control data.

Propensity score adjustment is a powerful set of statistical techniques designed for this type of setting. While propensity score methods require all confounders to be observed---as is the case with multivariate regression methods for addressing imbalance---there are some notable advantages. Firstly, it is easier to accommodate a larger number of linear and non-linear relationships compared to multivariate regression where limited sample sizes may present a greater problem (although care still needs to be taken when performing variable selection for propensity score methods[@CIT0026]). Secondly, regression models where covariates are included in the outcome model will extrapolate regardless of the non-overlap of populations. Imagine a scenario where one trial for diabetes includes participants with a baseline HbA1c of \>8mmol/mol, whereas the single-arm trial of interest only recruited patients with a baseline HbA1c of ≥6.5--7.9mmol/mol. A regression model would extrapolate between the two regardless of the fact that no true data exists to "bridge" these two populations, whereas propensity score adjustment creates a balanced pool of participants and responses.[@CIT0027] Lastly, propensity score matching has the advantage that it can be used to estimate average treatment effects on the treated or average treatment effects on the untreated.[@CIT0026] This may be mitigated by employing a doubly robust estimator, where covariates are included in both the treatment and outcome models.[@CIT0028] Of course, propensity score adjustments are no magic wand and applied examples with highly counter-intuitive findings have been observed in the literature.[@CIT0029] Thus, with the use of propensity score adjustments, it is always important to consider as many plausible for the model as possible. A schematic representation of propensity score adjustment in the context of adding data to a concurrent control arm is provided in [Figure 2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}. Figure 2Schematic representation of dynamic borrowing or propensity-based methods. Adjustment methodologies refer to techniques such as propensity weighting or Bayesian dynamic borrowing as described in greater detail within [Table 2](#T0002){ref-type="table"}. Here, an external dataset is adjusted utilizing statistical methodologies to make it more representative of a target population. This can either be centered on a target population existing as a partial control in a clinical trial, or a target treatment population. Depending on the method, a variable proportion of data from the external source is borrowed, adjusted for statistical (dis)similarity.

Microsimulation represents an alternative methodology set to explore longer-term trends as a form of synthetic control. Microsimulations refer to Markov models wherein the unit of the simulation is an individual, rather than a population.[@CIT0030] This allows for high-resolution definitions of the key patient subgroup(s) over the full disease trajectory where no single external control data set covers such longevity. For example, the stages of non-alcoholic steatohepatitis are well studied in observational studies and some data are available in government and commercial patient registries. However, no study of sufficient size and longevity has covered the trajectory from early fibrosis to later endpoints like cirrhosis, liver cancer and liver decompensation. Microsimulations allow long-term outcomes to be simulated whilst accounting for well-established complex interactions between patient characteristics which are prognostic or predictive of the standard of care response. Microsimulations of synthetic controls can thereby be linked to controlled single-arm trials or uncontrolled prospective patient registries to aid in the estimation of a comparative effect, particularly in settings where a long-term clinical trial is infeasible. Other advantages of microsimulations include how the methods lend themselves to other health technologies such as diagnostic or screening tools. For example, the microsimulation of prostate-specific antigen screening strategies was previously pivotal in developing a nationwide screening strategy in the US.[@CIT0031] A schematic representation of microsimulation methods is provided in [Figure 3](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}. Figure 3Matching microsimulations are shown as utilizing external individual-level patient data to construct simulated cohorts which can represent truly synthetic control groups at the individual-patient level. Here, external data informs patient trajectories for the outcome(s) of interest to the relevant trial population, which can then be analyzed and compared to data from an interventional treatment arm.

Were the Results Robust to Sensitivity Assumptions and Potential Biases? {#S0004-S2003}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Clinical trial investigators employing synthetic controls face tough analytical decisions. With synthetic controls, there is no absolute best approach. There will be several ways to improve the similarity of external data by means of restriction to subgroups and statistical adjustments for several different parameters. The weighting of external control data is also not a given. Researchers reading a paper reporting use of synthetic controls should, therefore, assert that efforts have been made to investigate the robustness of sensitivities of the underlying methods for employing synthetic controls. For example, have the authors run multiple comparisons using different methods, and do these methods show concordant results? For example, in the analysis of blinatumomab for ALL, the authors demonstrated four differing sensitivity analyses, all of which demonstrated high levels of concordance, improving confidence in the validity of the results.[@CIT0032] If no sensitivity analyses have been conducted, the validity may be unclear. If sensitivity analyses have been conducted, these can be used to assert whether the approach is valid or not. Of course, in many settings and particularly for rare diseases, external control data may be sparse and confidence (or credible) intervals may remain large, yet having a synthetic control may be better than nothing. As such, the sensitivities of the employed synthetic control approaches need to be interpreted with context to the clinical and statistical limitations which may be fixed.

How Can I Apply the Results to Patient Care? {#S0005}
============================================

Were Synthetic Control Comparisons Possible for All Clinically Important Outcomes? {#S0005-S2001}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

External data sources used to create synthetic controls may not always provide evidence on the same outcomes as the concurrent RCT. External data may either not contain some outcome(s) of interest at all, or the outcome definitions may differ substantially. When outcomes are not available in the external data, it is important to interpret the strength and quality of the evidence by each individual outcome, using the same standard practice for individual RCTs.[@CIT0033] For example, external data from oncology RCTs may contain progression-free survival outcome data multiple data sources, but overall survival outcome data may be limited to one smaller external RCT. Where outcome definitions differ, sufficient data may still have been available to maintain adequate similarity. For example, if an external data set used eGFR\<45 mL/min/1.73m^2^ to define kidney failure, but the concurrent RCT used a cut-off of eGFR\<30 mL/min/1.73m^2,^ the use of external data may be challenged. However, if individual patient﻿-level external data are available contains the eGFR values for each patient, then the proportion of patients with an eGFR\<30mL/min/1.73m^2^ can be constructed directly. Readers of papers reporting on synthetic controls should assess the extent to which such measures were taken before asserting the strength and quality of the evidence for each outcome.

Are the Results Applicable to Your Patients? {#S0005-S2002}
--------------------------------------------

As with conventional RCTs, those employing synthetic controls should provide inferences for population groups and clinical settings that are generalizable to clinical practice. If the synthetic control, whether stand-alone or used with a concurrent control, does not appear to be ideally matched or adjusted, the generalizability may suffer. Likewise, if adjustments were made to the RCT data set as well as the external control to let the two sources "meet in the middle", the population and clinical setting the produced inferences are representing may either be unclear or non-generalizable to the clinical setting of interest in patient care. Researchers reviewing a trial employing synthetic controls should, therefore, always ask the question whether they employed matching or adjustment techniques have distorted inferences substantially away from the clinical setting of interest. Were there any other limitations in the synthetic control methods?

RCTs employing synthetic controls may have further limitations or biases, even if the employed external sources appear similar and unbiased and the methods used to match the data are appropriate. External RCTs, for example, may differ with respect to factors that either cannot be or are rarely recorded in a data set. Palliative care for rare diseases may comprise whichever is best practice and the given health centre setting, but these may differ substantially between centers and even between physicians.

Conclusion {#S0006}
==========

While synthetic control methods hold great promise, particularly in the context of patient populations traditionally challenging to recruit or assess in randomized clinical trials, these methods do not constitute a "cure-all". They are likely to be increasingly referenced and utilized within the regulatory and peer-reviewed literature space owing to co-existing improvements in medical record collection[@CIT0034] and statistical methodologies. As such, establishing criteria with which they should be assessed is an important step towards collective improvements in this space, and in ensuring that appropriate conclusions are drawn from this type of work. Through our checklist, we aim to provide researchers, clinicians and policy-makers with a quality assessment methodology for both readers and groups involved in relat﻿ion to synthetic control research to improve the clarity of reporting. We recognise that each synthetic control project contains its own unique challenges with regards to generalisability of results, interpretation and associated statistical methodology, but believe our key questions ([Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"}) cover most of the key recurring themes discussed elsewhere in the literature.
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